Script (handwriting) typeform indicator:
- Script letter
- Script word
- Script passage
- Script terminator

Transcriber-defined typeform indicators:
First transcriber-defined typeform indicator:
- Symbol
- Word
- Passage
- Terminator

Second transcriber-defined typeform indicator:
- Symbol
- Word
- Passage
- Terminator

Dot locator for “mention”:
- (followed by symbol)

Transcriber’s note indicators:
- Opening transcriber’s note indicator:
- Closing transcriber’s note indicator:

Accents
- acute
- cedilla
circle  ⌀
circumflex  ^
diaeresis/umlaut  ö
grave  ̀
tilde  ̃

Signs of comparison:
Less than or equal to ≤
Greater than or equal to ≥
Not equal to ≠
Approximately equal to ≐

Simple arrows:
Arrow indicator \\·
Right (simple) \circ\·
Left (simple) \circ\·
Up (simple) \circ\·
Down (simple) \circ\·

Superscript and subscript:
Superscript \\·
Subscript \·

More symbols:
Crosshatch/hash/pound \#
Asterisk (star) *
Euro sign € €
Pound sign £ £
Pi π π
Square root (opening) \%
Square root (closing) +

Shapes:
Shape indicator \·
Filled shape indicator \·\·
Shaded shape indicator \·\·
Shape terminator  
Equilateral triangle  
Square  
Circle  
Parallelogram  

**Tally marks and line segments:**
  Begin horizontal line mode 
  Vertical line segment 
  Tally marks with strike through